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PREFACE 
Eugene O'Neill made no effort to hide the names of 
those writers and literary works wbich were important to 
him, and most of bis biographers cite the fact that from 
the commencement of his playwrigbting career O'Neill was 
influenced by the Swedish writer August Strindberg. O'Neill 
himself was, in fact, one or the first to call attention to 
the kinship between his work and that of his "Master." In 
his Nobel Prize acceptance speech, he indicated that he was 
delighted to have an opportunity to discuss the debt Ameri-
can drama owed to the modern drama of Europe, and, in 
particular, to acknowledge Strindberg's inspiring genius: 
This thought of original inspiration brings 
me to what is, tor me, the greatest happiness 
this occasion affords me, and that is the 
opportunity it gives me to acknowledge, with 
gratitude and pride, to you and to the people 
or Sweden, the debt my work owes to that great 
genius or all modern dramatists, your August 
Strindberg. It was reading his plays when I 
first started to write back in the winter or 
1913-14 that, above all else, first gave me 
the.vision of what modern drama could be, and 
first inspired.me with the urge to write for 
the theatre myself. If there is anything or 
lasting worth in my work, it is duo to that 
original impulse trom him, which bas continued 
as my inspiration down all the years since . 
then--to the ambition I received then to follow 
in the footsteps of his genius as worthily as 
my talent might permit, and with the same integrity 
or purpose. 
Of course, it will be no news to you in 
Sweden that my vork owes much to the 1nf luence 
ot Strindberg. That influence runs clearly 
through more than a tew or my plays and is 
plain for everyone to see. Neither will it 
be news ror anyone who has ever known me. tor 
I have always stressed it myself. 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
No, I am. only too proud ot my debt to 
Strindberg, onlJ too happy to bave this oppor-
tuni t7 of proclaiming it to bis people. For 
me, be remains, as Mietzsche remains in bis 
apbere, the Master, still to this day more modern 
tnan any of us, still our leader.l 
11 
Growing out 0£ an interest !n O'Neill and in hia 
pivotal position in the history or American drama, th1a 
atud7, then, intends to investigate the manner in which the 
life and work or August Strindberg influenced tho lite and 
work or ~'ugone O'Neill. 
lgugene O'Neill, "Nobel Prize Address," in American 
Pla:ywrlghts on Drama, ed. by Horst l<'renz (Mew York: 11111 
and Wang, i9b>'), PP• 41•42. Firat published in Tbe Hew 
York Timos ot December 111 19J6. - -_......., ............. 
CliAPTliR I 
~VrRINDBERQ 'AND o•NEILLl THE SHOCK OF HECOGNITIOli 
Eugene O'Neill turned to tbe plays ot August 
Strindberg during his confinement at Gaylord Farm. a tuber-
culosis sanitarium whicb he bad entered on Christmas Eve 
in 1912i At that time ho was already under the influence 
or one literary work, Friedrich Nietzsche's !!!!:!.!!. Spake 
Zarathustra. It had become his Catecbism, and !n later 
years he spoke of 1t as the one book which n. • • has 
influenced me more than any book r•ve over read•nl But 
during hia hours or enforced inactivity at Gaylord, be 
began to read plays. rapidly, one after the other, for 1t 
was at Gaylord that o•Ne111 decided to write: "At laat ho 
knew himself and bad an identity to create that answered 
to his deepest needs; be was going to be a playwr1ght•"2 
In accordance with this decision, "he determined to so 
saturate himself in the drama tllat it would become second 
lQuoted in Arthur and Barbara Gelb, O'Neill (Nev 
York: Dial Publishing Company, 1964) 1 p. 121. 
. ·. 2Lou1s Sheaffer, O'He!ll: Son and Plazwri~ht 
(Boston: Little, Brown and CompanY,-1'%8'), p. 25 • 
2 
nature tor him to think in dinlogue, in terms or entrances 
and ex1te •••• "3 Bo read Synge, Yeats, Lady Gregory, 
Hauptmann, and Ibsen, but he was most impressed by tbe 
plays ot Strindberg, for in thom be found"• •• tangible 
• 
evidence that •a powerful emotional ecatasy, approaching 
a kind or frenz7, 1 could be communicated by a writer. 0 4 
From tnen on, Nietzache and Strindberg were the most 
important gods in bis literary pantheon. 
It was not only the plays themselves which drew 
O'Neill to Strindberg, tor o•?Jo!ll began to reel a strange 
k1nsb1p with the other pla7wr1ght. He began to identify 
with Str1ndberg•s lite-pattern until "Strindberg waa more 
than a literary kindred spirit to o•Ne1ll; like o•Ncill's 
other literar7 hero, Niotzsche. he became lo some ways a 
pattern tor o•Ne1ll's 111'e."S o•Neill's second wif"e, Agnes 
Boulton, wrote in her memoir, ~ ~ ~ Lona Story: 
Oen.o was very impressed by Strindberg's 
anguished personal life ••• I don•t know•-
but I imagine be bad the same feeling ot 
1dent1t1oat1on with tbe great tortured6 Swede up to the time of hie own death. 
This chapter will present brier biographical sketches 
or both playwrights, not_ tor the purpose of outlining the 
3Ib1d. 
-
4Gelb 1 P• 233. 
Stb1d., P• 234. 
6Agnea Boulton, ~ g!_ a Long s55y1 (Gardon City, 
u. Y.: Doubleday and Company, Inc., 19 1 p. 76. 
J 
factual information available concerning these two writers, 
but, rather, with the intention of emphasizing the man1 
parallels between the 11vea of the two men. Aa these 
parallels unfold, it will be easy to see how o•Noill could 
·have ao identified with Strindberg and why Strindberg's 
plays exerted such a powerful influence upon 0 1Ne1ll's own 
writing. 
A brief account of Strindberg's life-story 1s 
essential to any discussion of bis plays because or the 
highly autobiographical nature or his literary work. llis 
collected works, astonishingly enough, include almoat 
sixty pla7s as well aa .more than thirty worka of fiction, 
autobiography, politics, and b1atorJ 1 and in each or these 
. . 
works ne portr111ed some direct aspect of bis own personal 
experience. The Swedish authority Martin Lamm comir~nts as 
follows: 
When one has limned Strindberg's personality 
one bas already given a descriptive account 
of bis authorship. In world literature there 
are assuredly ver7 tew writers in whom life 
and literature so wholl7 intertwine ••• 
The explanation of the powertul influence 
that he has exercised both among us and 
in tore1gn countries rests in no small 7 degree in his astonishing immediateness. 
Strindberg's life is usually characterized by such 
adjectives as nhaunted," "tortured," or 11 bedevilled." He 
7Quoted in Carl Enoch w. L. Dahlstrom•s Strindberg's 
Dramatic Exeressioniam, second ed. (Now York: ~enJam1n 
Bloin, Inc., 1968), PP• 89-90. 
4 
was born prematurely and unwanted in Stockholm, Sweden, in 
January, 1849. Bis childhood was spent in an overcrowded 
home, and be suffered from poverty and hunger; but he 
suffered mentally and spiritually even more acutely as a 
result or his unhappy and ambivalent relations with h1s 
parents. Strindberg alternated between passionately loving 
and violently hating both his doroineer1ng father and his 
weaker-willed mother, who had once been h1a father's 
servant. These childhood experiences formed n pattern tor 
the rest ot his life. Robert Bruste1n comments, 
••• The struggle in Strindberg's mind 
between the male and the female, the 
father and the mother, the aristocrat and 
the servant, spirit and mattor. aggressive-
ness and passivity, is the conflict wbi~h 
determines the direction ot bis career.tl 
Strindberg's mother died when be was thirteen; bis rather 
remarried soon, but his stepmother 0 ••• tailed completely 
to understand the boy, who yearned above all else for 
mother-love."9 His childhood experiences rostered in him 
a continuous state of revolt against authority which 
included a rebellion against the piotistic religious faith 
or hia youth, and it was in this chaotic state of mind that 
be passed his schooldays and his years at Uppsala University. 
8aobort Bruatoin, !!!.!. Theatre g! Revolt: .!!!! Alproach 
to.Modern Drama (Boston: Little, Brown and Company, 962}, p; J$9. 
9Alrik Gustafson, "The Scandinavian Countries,n in A 
Historz of Modern Drama, ed •. by Barrett li. Clark and George 
~riedley-rNew York: D. Appleton-Century Company, Inc., 1947), 
p. 21. 
Strindberg's search tor a faith to replace the lost one of 
bis youth bees.me a pivotal life-long concern. 
Subsequently he went through n number of phnsos 
embracing nearly all attitudes which modern 
intellectuals have taken up: juvenile radical-
ism; political disenchantment; hero worship and 
a fantastic contempt tor the herd; preoccupation 
with science; insanity (if that is an attitude); 
a literary Catholicism a la Huysmana; and 
finally one of those iligber Syntheses uniting 
science and occultism u.nder the banner of 
Swedenborg. Strindberg lived out all tbe 
phases or modern militancy and modern defeat-
ism, political and13ntipolitica1. rolig1oua and ant1rel1g1ous. 
The years ot his late youth and eat-ly manhood were 
devoted to many varied adventures which included periods as 
a school teacher, medical assistant, and journalist, as well 
aa two short, unsuccessful trials at acting. He associated 
with a bohemian group or extremist radical intellectual 
leanings, and alcohol and promiscuity were an integral part 
ot that group•s lite-style. 
He was twenty whon he began writing plays. His 
early "romantic" dramas include~ Freethinker (1870), 
!.!!.! Outlaw (1871), and Haster .Q!.!! {1672), and are tilled 
with evidence ot tho influence of Schiller's Tho Robbers _ ......... _ ........... 
and Ibsen's Brand. 
In 1877 Strindberg married Siri von Essen; although 
they were happy tor a time, no account or the playwright's 
- lOErio Bentley, 1rb.e Pla:vwr1sht as Thinker {New York: 
Harcourt, BI'ace and GomP'itiy, 1946), p.141. 
6 
life can overlook the important fa.ct that 0 the1r life was 
a succession or mutual rocr1.m1nat1ons and violent quarrels." 11 
Much or Strindberg's work. both in prose fiotion and in 
dramatic form, explored the difficulties and frustrations of 
wedded life. A restless moving from one geographical locale 
to another in search of peace began in 1876. 
During the thirteen years of his firat marriage• tho 
transition to Str1ndberg•s "renlistlc" period occurred. The 
single most important influence on Strindberg throughout 
this time was Nietzsche: 
His attraction to Nietzscne is unusually 
strong--so strong, 1n fact, that he describes 
the philosopher's influence on him in the 
imagery of ~arriago: "My spirit has received 
1n 1ta uterus a tremendous outpouring of seed 
from Predariok Nietzsche, so that I feel as 12 full as a pregnant bitch. He vas my husband." 
A second important influence upon the playwright during this 
realistic period was the Prencb author Zola, and 1n these 
years Strindberg wrote bis powerful naturalistic plays, 
~ Fa th.er ( 1887), ~ _Ju__.l.._1.....,e ( 1888), and Credi tors, which 
will be cxs.mlned later in this study. 
In 1891 Strindberg and S1r1 were divorced at last, 
and rrom 1892 until 1898 he wrote no further plays. lie 
married (1893) and then separated from (1894) a young 
lla11an Lewis. The Contenreorar~ Theatre (?tow York: 
Crown Publishers, Inc.;-1962), P• 43. 
l2Bruste1n, p. 102. 
7 
authoreaa, Frida Uhl. His mental and physical health 
deteriorated, and the year 1894 marked tho beginning of a 
severe or1s1s-per1od. The story or those tormented years 
1s recorded in Strindberg's prose work Inferno, which has 
been described as 0 a vivid and merciless self-portrait of 
a great intellect in tho grip of 1nsanity.ul3 It was tb.e 
wi-iting of this book, as well as his studies in Swedenborg, 
which probably saved him from a complete mental breakdown. 
When he began wi-iting plays again, he entered upon 
the third phase of his dramatic career. Strindberg now 
croated a wholly new dramatic form which was to crucially 
shape tb.e theatre of tb.e twentieth century, the nexprossion-
ism" of .!:!.2!!! ~Damascus (1898 ff.), ! Drenm flaz (1901) 1 
and The Ghost Sonata ( 1907). Those plays show that he had 
----
reulaced his former naturalism and a.theism with ''a new 
concern for the supernatural forces behind material thinga.nl.4 
Strindberg was still searching tor some semblance 
of earthly happiness and he entered into a third marriage 
with Uarr1ot Bosse in 1901. 'l'his marriage, too, was a 
failure, and yet, as late as sometime after 1907, he pro-
posed marriage to a fourth woman. The girl, who was only 
nineteen, gradually withdrew from the relationship, nnd he 
13.Poter Watts, "Introduction," in Three ?.,la:;;s kl 
August Strindberg, trans. by Peter Wa.ttn (Harn-..ondsworth, 
Middlesex: Penguin 3ooks, Inc., 19S8), p. 15. 
lliBrustein, p. 122. 
8 
spent the last years or his lite largely in seclusion, coming 
out or retirement only to collaborate with August Falck in 
the foundation or the experimental theatre which tb.ey called 
The Intimate fl'heatre. He died in May of 1912; hia last 
months were spent in continuous pain as be suffered from 
cancer or the stomach. 
Sun-.ining up Strindberg's life, Allan Lewis writes, 
U1e was a wild, seething, tortured and ovex--
sens1t1ve spirit that. crashing against the 
rigid conventions of h1s age, shattorod into 
fragments or dlaillusionment and suicidal 
1ntent • • • and a terrifying despair that 
sought firat in the mystical revelations ot 
Swedenborg, and later in the subconscious 
depths ot his dream world, to f 1nd some 
personal solace and consolation.lS 
John Gassner, however, aingles out the reason wby Strind-
berg• a chaotic life and his.attempts to wring meaning out 
ot his existence are so important: 
It would be difficult to find another modern 
playwright wbose wo~k is so decidedly a pro-jection of his inner reality ••• Strindberg 
bad the power to externalize his inner compl1· 
cations and discharge h1s unhealtby drives in 
waye impossible to the 1nsane--that la, in the 
formal sti.-ucture of, art, in universally appli-
cable penetrations, and in self-er1tio1am. He 
was, in short, the classic example• along w1 th 
Dostoovaki, of Freud's statement thnt an 
artist is $ neurotic who cures himself through 
his work.lo 
Like Strindberg, o•Neill 1s among tho most autobio-
graphical of writers. Louis Sheaffer writes, 0 In the 
15Low1s, PP• 42•43. 
16John Gassner, The Theatre in Our Times (llew York: 
Crown Publishers, Inc., 1954J, P• 175.---
9 
history of the theatre perhaps only Strindberg ••• told as 
much about himself as this lapsed Catholic, who so often 
steppod into the confessional to write his plays.n17 Later 
in his book, Sheaffer comments cogentl7, »Perhaps the most 
important thing be took from Strindberg was the courage to 
explore in his writings the darkest corners of bis own 
character."18 
First and toremost in a consideration or the manner 
in wbicb Eugene O•Re1ll's lite paralleled Strindberg's 
stands the fact that O'Neill, too, was born an nunwanted" 
child, or to use o•Ne1ll's own adjective, a ttm!sbegottan" 
child. All of O'Ne111 1 s biographers place heavy emphasis 
upon the c1rcumstanaea that surrounded bis birth 1n October, 
1888, and since the production ot ! Long Day's Journez into 
Nisbt, the tamily-tacta have become well•known: Eugene 
o•Neill bad been conceived, at his ratber•s urging• as some-
how to take the place of his dead brother, Edmund. Both or 
Eugene's pai-ents, James and Ella, as well aa bis older 
brother Jamie, telt respona1b111ty tor the doath or the 
infant Edmund, and to make mattera worse, Ella had become a 
dope addict as a result or morphine she had taken following 
Eugene's difficult birth. In this complex family situation 
l7sneartor, p. 79. 
18Ib1d., P• 254• 
-
we t1nd the .,source of the anguish that throbs through so 
much of ffi'Ne111'.!7 vritings."19 
10 
O'Neill experienced the came intense ambivalent 
teel1ngs toward his family members that Strindberg had felt 
toward b1s rather and mother, and the love-hate relationship 
which was at the core of the o•Ueill's family life forms the 
substance ot ! Long Day's Journe~ into lUsht. The 1esrs ot 
O'Neill's adolesence and young manhood followed a course 
a1m.1lar to the one Strindberg had taken ea they were devoted 
to furious rebellion and a restless search for self-identity. 
Speaking of tb1s period in the playwrigbt'e life, Edwin 
.t::ngel comments: 
To the end ot his playwriting career o•ttoill 
continuously drew inspiration from tbe dozen 
years beginning about 1900 (when be was twelve) 
and extending tnrough 1912. lie remembered 
vividly, not dimly, the beginning or his 
religious apostasy at the turn or the century, 
the bitterness toward his father and the evi-
dence that intensified 1t, the disooverr of 
bis motber•a drug addiction, the depressing 
apeetacle ot b1s older brother•a ap1r1tual 
and physical deterioration, bis own chronic 
drinking, bis first m1amarr1age, his exper-
iences at sea and as a vagrant, his attempted 
suicide, bis work in the theatre, his bout 
with tuberculosis, bis eH8hus1asm for the 
philosophy of U1etzsche. 
As mentioned above, it was 0 1Ne111 1 s confinement in 
19Ib1d., p. 4. It is tasoinatlng to read that, 
after ber"(io'ith, O'Neill likened his mother to the Mummy 
of Strindberg's Ghost Sonata (Gelb, P• 11). 
20.Edwin A. Engel, "Ideas in tbe Plays of EugEHl& 
O'Heill," in Ideas in the Drama, ed. John Gassner (.Now York: 
Columbia Un1vers1ti1>riiii, 1964), P• 101. 
11 
a tuberculosis sanitarium that called a halt to his chaotic 
way or life and gave him time for rending and reflection. 
"O'Neill came to regard his recovery from illness at Gaylord 
and his simultaneous discovery that be was a dramatist as 
a kind or rebirtb.."21 In dramatic form, o•Hoill began b.is 
life-long quest for new absolutes to replace tb.e forsaken 
God of his fan1ly 1 s Catholic orthodoxy and to substitute for 
the love which b.e felt he had not adequately received from 
22 his parents; a check-list of his plays numbers forty-five. 
o•Neill's search for love was to involve him, as it 
had Strindberg, in three marr1ages23--two of which ended in 
divorce; the third, while it was apparently more satisfying 
than any Strindberg had known, contained some strange 
episodes as o•Ueill's life neared its end. O'Neill also 
moved restlessly from "homett to "home" throughout his lite-
time. 
Just as Strindberg had been instrumental in the 
development of the Intimate Theatre, so O'Neill became 
involved with the pioneering little theatre gx-oup, The 
Provincetown Players. At an organizational meeting of the 
group, 0 o•Ne111 approved the name, Provincetown Players, but 
suggested adding 1The Playwright's Theatre.• ••• No doubt 
2laelb, p. 235. 
22Ibid., p. 944. 
-
23o•Neill's three wives were Kathleen Jenkins., Agnes 
Boulton, and Carlotta Monterey. 
12 
he saw himself as the future Strindberg, and the Playwright's 
Theatre aa America's Intimate Thea,tre.n24 
... O'Ne1ll 1 s years of initial success in the theatro 
stretch trom 1916-1936. The major plays of this period 
include!!!,! E'mperor Jones (1920), ~ Bairz Ape (1921), 
Desire Under !!!,! ~ ( 1924), !!'.!!_ Grent Q.2£!. ....,Br...,o __ w...,n ( 1925), 
$trane:e Interlude (1926•27}~ and Mourning Becomes Electra 
(l929-31); they are dramas which center "on the dilemma ot: 
modern man in a world without God,"25 and ple.7s in which 
O'No111--aa the rebellious, romantic hetto--tr1ed n ••• to 
work out his personal d11'1'1culties through th$ mod1um of 
his art."26 o•He1ll spoke of his writing as "a suit of 
armor," and he also spoke ot it as his "'vacntion from 
l1v1ng.,"27 
From 1936 until bis death., 0 1 He111 1s critical fortunes 
declined, but during this period O'Neill continued to write, 
and, ironically, produced his best works. "Maturing in 
a1lence, stimulated only by an obsessive urge to write and 
a profound artistic honesty, he comxnenced to write plays 
whieb. were genuine maaterpieoos of the modern theatre,n28 
· 24aelb, pp. JlS-16. 
2Ssruste1n, P• 329. 
26Ib1d., P• 326. 
-
~7aolb, P• 234: p. 235. 
28sruste1n, P• 323. 
13 
including! Lons Day's Journez !a!2 N1aht (1939-41) and 
!B!, Iceman Comotb (1939). Some or these last years ot 
O'Neill's life might be compared w1tb Strindberg's 0 Inferno" 
years. although o•Nolll probably never came as close to a 
complete mental breakdown as Strindberg did. O'Neill died, 
as had Strindberg, after a protracted and painful illness, 
which had gradually destroyed the motor cells ot bis 
cerebrum, 1n November, 195J. 
In a review of Hawtbor.ne • s Mosses rx-om .!!! _Qll Manse, 
Herman Melville wrote, " ••• Genius, all over the world, 
stands hand in hand, and one shock or recognition runs the 
29 
whole circle. round." O'Neill. experienced this. shock or 
recognition while reading Strindberg's. plays: he un.derstood 
Strindberg's quest tor love and peace because he himself was 
engaged.in a similar quest, and be 1dentit1ed with Str1ndberg•s 
anguished and despairing view ot man's existence because 
O'Neill, too, was ·in agon7 over what be called the "t?tagedy 
or man.n Strindberg was able to in!'luence O'Neill so 
profoundly because ot the strikingly similar nature or their 
lives and thoughts. Both playwrights were tortured pilgrims, 
grimly struggling along the road ot lite in an effort to 
wrest some type ot meaning and some sort of joy from 
existence, which seemed to them, as it had to Conrad, to 
29Ho:rman Melville, "Hawthorne and His Mosses," in 
Vol. I of The Shock or Recofn1t1on edited by Edmund Wilson (New York:-----Uroaset and Dun ap. 1955), p. 199. 
14 
have a "heart of darkness." The bulk of this study now 
turns to an examination of certain specific plays in an 
effort to show the exact manner in which Strindberg's plays 
influenced O'Neill's work, and. through him, the course of 
American drama. 
CHAPTER II 
THE IlfFLUENCE OF STRINDBERG'S DRAMATIC METHOD 
AND EXPRESSIONISTIC TECHNIQUES UPON O'NEILL 
In 1931 Eugene O'Neill was involved 1n a plagariam 
suit 1nst1tuted by a woman using the pen-name George Lewys 
who claimed that O'Neill had stolen the idea tor his play 
Strange Interlude from her novel !!!!, Te,mple !!! Palla6•Athenae. 
The case was presided over bf John M. Woolsey• the judge who 
waa later to make tbe decision which lifted tbe ban on James 
Joyce•a Ulysses. O'Neill, who was in BUI'ope at the time. 
did not appear in court. but pages trom his work diaries as 
well as testimonies ot several witnesses for the defense 
were presented as ev1donoo that o•Ne111 knew nothing of 
Miss Lewrs' novel when he penned his play 1 and the case was 
dismissed after several days' bearings. One or the most 
important witnesses tor the defense was the eminent critic 
George Jean Nathan. In hla testimony he commented of 
o• Neill,· "If' be stems from an1one, he stema trom strindberg. "1 
Nathan also informed Judge Woolsey that be did not like all 
ot O'Ne1ll'a work. In particular he singled out Welded as 
a weak play which seemed to him to be tta ridiculous 
exaggeration of the Strindberg method. 02 This chapter 
intends to discuss the manner 1n which 0 1Ne1ll 1 s work 
ste:rmn.ed from Strindberg's and in which O'Neill, in tact, 
16 
imitated, exaggerated, and developed Strindberg's dramatic 
method and techniques. The chapter must begin, therefore, 
with an examination of some of Strindberg's plays in an 
effort to outline the dramatic method and intent or the 
Swedish playwright's work. Three of Strindberg• s -"natural-
istic tragedies," !!!!!. Father, !1!!,! Julie, and Creditors, 
as well as his nexpressionistic" !. Dream Play, have been 
chosen as representative dramas suitable tor this purpose • 
. "In The Father Strindberg· deliberately attempted to 
-
.write a modern Greek tragedy on a sort of Aga:memnon-and-
Clytemnestrs. theme. n3 The play centers around the mounting 
conflict between a man, .the Captain, and his wire. Laura, 
each or whom is trying to win domination over the other and 
to gain control of their child. The battle of wills which 
ensues is 0 remorseless and uncompromising."4 Finally Laura 
plants the suggestion in th:e Captain's mind that he might 
not actually be the real father of their child, and he begins 
. . 3arita M. E. Mortensen and Brian w. Downs, Strindberg: 
An Introduction to His Life and Work (Cambridge: University 
Press, 196$), p.1o0. - -
4Lewis, P• 45. A conscientious attempt has been made 
to keep plot summary at a minimum and to concentrate upon 
the characteristic Strindberg1an elements of these plays. 
to go mad. 
By ruthlessly cutting away all extraneous, 
unessential matter and focusing sharply on 
the psychological analys!s or the elementa.l 
struggle between Laura and the Captain ••• 
Strindberg achieves tho extraordinary 
power and concentration wh!ob have come to 
be recognized as oharaoter1st1c or his drama.5 
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The pla7 oan be adequatelJ presented only by actors wbo are 
able to project great emotional 1ntens1t7, and, as with many 
ot Strindberg1 a dramas, well-acted, it can become an "almost 
unbearable experience, both tor the audience and tor tbose 
taking part."6 
Strindberg himself wrote ot this play, wbicb was bis 
tirst ttnatural1st1c tragedy": 
!!'!! Father 1s· the realization or modern. drama, 
and as eucb is something very curious. Very 
; .curious because tbo struggle takes place betweten 
··sou.la. It 1s a battle or brains, not a dagger 
fight or a poisoning with raspberry juice ••• 
The French are still seeking the formula, but· I 
have round it.7 
The plaJ'lt'i'igbt further explained what ~ meant by "natural-
ism": 
Naturalism is not a dramatic method like that 
of Becque, a simple photography which includes 
everything, even the speok or dust on the lenae 
or the camera. That is realism; a method latel1 
exalted to art, a tiny art which cannot. see the 
Saorge Gedson Madsen, Strindberg's Ilatural1at1c 
Theatre: Ita Relation to French Naturalism (Seattle: Un1-
vers1tf of Washington Presa, 1962), P• ij3 • 
. 6i-1icbael Meyer, trans. and introduction,!!!! ~gala 2£.. 
Strindberg, Vol. I {New York: Random House, Inc •• l b • p. 9. 
7Quoted in Eric Bentley's introduction to Elizabeth 
Sprigge•s translations in.§.!!. Plays of Strindbers (Garden City, 
N. y. : Doubleda1 and Company, Inc., 195~ ) , p. v. 
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wood tor the trees. Tbat is tho false naturalism, 
wh1ob believes that art consists aimpl7 ot sketch-
ing a piece or nature in a natural manner; but it 
is not tbe true naturalism, wb.icb seeks out tnose 
points in lite where the great conflicts occur, 
which rejoices in seeing what cannot be seen 
eveey day. 8 
Strindberg's dramatic aim.was "to find tbo crisis, the 
' ' 
moment ot struggle, and to reveal normal experience in its 
light. 09 
Emile Zola, the leading writer ot naturalistic fiction 
at that time, was highly impressed w1tb Th& Father, but in 
-
an oft-quoted letter to Strindberg, be also expressed some 
doubts about the pta7•s "naturalism": 
Voua saves peut-etre que Je ne su!s pas pour 
l'abstraction. J 1aime que les personnages 
aient un otat civil complete ••• Et votre 
capitain.e qui n'a pas mem de nom., vos autres 
personnages qui aont presque des etres de 
raison, ne me donnent pas de la v1y01a sensation complete que Jo demande. 
Carl· Dahlstrom points ou.t in his book Strindberg• s Dramatic 
Exereasionism that Zola's discontent wltll !!'!.!.Father comes 
from tbe ract that the play already contains elements or 
the 0 exprees1on1sm" of Strindberg's later vork:: 
Striindberg•s drama The Father ie not naturalis-
tic 1n the sense that tbe author is making a 
sc1ontit1c experiment in drama, nor realistic 
BQuoted in Raymond Williams, Modern Traged:t (Stanford: 
Stanford University Press, 1966), P• 109. 
·9Ra7mond Williams, Drama !£.2.! Ibsen 12. Eliot (London: 
Chatto and Windus, 1961), P• 109. . 
lOQuoted in Dahlstrom, P• 93. 
in the sense that he is reporting what he has 
observed • • • The pla1 cannot be considered 
merely as a dramatic portrayal of a woman's 
success in driving her husband insane b7 
suggestion; it is not just the report of the 
psychologist. This play prosentsan elemental 
struggle or opposites, male and female 1n their 
ur-status, that haa burned itself into the soul 
of the dramatist and taken new shape there with 
new s1gn1t1cance. The drama 1s not therefore 
"life seen through a temperament," but lite 
tlowing through a soul • • • The setting ot 
. the drama is not in the milieu of every day 
lite. but 1n the plane of sleepwalker realism 
that characterizes expressionistic drama.ll 
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Robert Bruste1n1 s ar1t1cal opinions reinforce Dahlstrom's 
thesis: 
• • • It is incredible that The Father could .. 
over have been taken !or a Nit'Ural1stlc document. 
It is more like a feverish and violent nightmare--
• •• Tb.e setting or A Doll's Houss ••• is care-
rutly documented •• : 6ut the walls ot tbe Cap-
tain• s house seem flimsy and penetrable • • • 'rho 
setting ot !!!!. Father is less a bourgeois house-
hold than an African Jungle • • • It is not to 
Zola's Naturalism that we must turn tor precedents, 
but to works like • •• Shakespea~•s Othello--
and to Aeschylean traged7 • • • • 
In spite of his misgivings about ~ Father's 
"abstractions," Zola urged Strindberg to write a .second play 
tor Antoine's Theatre- Libre in .Parla. That play was Miss 
Julie. In this play Strindberg m.ore carefully individualized 
his c baracters. He wrote a Preraco for the play in which he 
pointed out that he had taken bis theme trom a true story 
and gave the hereditary and environmental backgrounds ot the 
llDahlstrom, P• 101 • 
. 12sruste1n, PP• io4-107. 
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main characters. Robert Brustein suggests. however, that 
although H!!.!.. Julie is "undoubtedly tho closest thing" to a 
Naturalistic drama that Strindberg ever wrote, "Strindberg 
is const1tut1onally incapable or Naturalist 1mpnrt1al1ty."l.3 
Madsen points out that even the supposedly realistic dialogue 
ot tbe chare.eters seems "he1ghtened," and "exaggerated" and 
ntends to produce an ettect or hyperbolo.n14 
The theme ot Mias Julie is the same as the theme of _..................
!!!,! Father--that of a struggle tor power combined with sexual 
battle. The Count•s daughter, Miss Julie, and the Countts 
valet, Jean, uare opposites on all levels save in their 
. . l~ 
an!inal passion and the drive to dominate." ~ Tb.e subject 
of the pla1 11 s6duction, but it is di!ficult to toll 
whether . Jean seduces Julie or vice-versa. The play · 1s short 
and intense. Strindberg abolished c;urtaln drops and divided 
the two parts ot the play , w1 tb the entry and departure or a 
group or dancing peasants. The peasant's entry into the 
Count's kitchen, the scene ot the drama, roroes Jean and 
Julie into Jean's room and the play•s climax. In this 
pla7 Strindberg perfected a "terse, nervous dialogue. less 
deliberate and more tragtllentary than lbson•s, the shorthand 
or apeecb"l6 which 1a indicative of the characters' tense 
lltbid., Pi'• 113-14• 
14Madaen, P• 97. 
}%ew1s, P• 48 • 
. ~6Me1er, P• 10. 
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state or mind. Whil• Julie had been in control during tho 
t1rst b.alt of tho pla7, Jean's triumph reveals h1G cruel 
and arrogant nature. The Count, whose presence le always 
relt although he never appears on stage, returna·hoMe, and 
Mtos Julie realizes she has no choice but suicide. She begs 
Jean to b7pnot1ze hor, and Jean places a razor in her band. 
As the curtain falls abe leaves foro the barn. 
Tbls br1ot summary cannot begin to reveal tho thoughts 
or the main eh$ractera which lead to their physical union 
and to M1as Julie•s doath. In his Pretace Strindberg 
cr1t1c1zod trad1tlonal "theatrical obaraotersn and declared: 
I bave drawn ff11 people as split and vacillating, 
a mtxturo of tbe old and the new. • • • What 
most interests peQple today is the psychological 
proceaa.17 
Both the Preface and the .pla7 itself enumerate tbe ll1Ult1-
pl1c1ty of motives wn1ob drives the charactora forward. One 
critic, Maurice Valency,.goes so far as to claim, '*Indeed, 
the characterization in H!!!. Julie is complex beyond any• 
18 thing so tar attempted 1n modern drama.n As in !!l! Father, 
the play is focused upon a single crucial period in the lives 
or the obaracters--a period which lays bare the -outs of the 
main characters. Such a focus olearl7 reveals Strindberg's 
basic attitude toward 11te wbicb he now enunciated 1n the 
17August Strindberg, Preface to Miss Julie, in 
Meyer, p. 103 and P• 107. 
18Maurioe Valency, Tl:lo Flower and the Castle: Ari 
Introduction to Modern Draiiii"'"'(New Yor'k'r"" Tue MnoliitI1an--
compnn7, l96JJ, P• 271>. 
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Preface: 
Recentl7, people complained ot mJ tragedy !!:!!, 
Father that it was too tragic--as though tragedies 
ought to be Joll7. One hears pretentious talk 
about "the jor or life," and theatrical managers 
reverishl7 commission farces, as though joy con• 
sisted in behaving 1d1ot1cally and portraying 
tbe world as though it were peopled by lunatics 
witb an 1nsat1able passion for dano1ng. I find 
"tbe joy of lite" in life's cruel and migbt7 
conflicts; I delight in knowledge and discovery.19 
Tbe pla7 wb1ch followed Mias Julie was based on 
another or these struggles. The Creditors is another master-__ ........,....._ ........ 
piece or psychological analysis. Its aubjoct is tbe relat1on-
sb1p ot a woman, Tekla, with her first and second husbands, 
Gustav and Adolt, respectively, and lite ia once again 
pictured aa a battl& or w1 ts and wills--a struggle for 
domination and survival. Gustav desires to be avenged on 
his former wite and on the man who had robbed him ot her 
and thus submitted him to public hum111at1on. In a tense 
dialogue witb Adolt, who does not recognize him, Gustav 
rips the veil rrom Adolt'a eyes and reveals Tekla for the 
promiscuous, vamp1re-11ke creature that she is. She had 
learned all she could from Gustav and then discarded him; 
now atter seven years or marriage to Adolf, she has sucked 
all of his ener61 trom him, and is ready to rid herself or 
him also. Further, the pla7 is a "demonstration ot psycb1o 
crime,"20 and reflects Strindberg's interest 1n the 
19Quoted in Moyer, P• 101. 
20valency, P• 279. 
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obsessive power ot suggestion. Early in the play Gustav 
suggests to Adolf that the latter is becoming an ep1lept1c, 
and at the climax of the drama, when Adolf overbears Tekla. 
agreeing to a renclez-vous. with Gustav, he appears, trothing 
at the mouth, and dies of an epileptic tit. This drama ot 
"spiritual murdern in which the woll18.n is pictured as a 
"cann1baltt w!lo bad eaten ber husband's soul. b.1s courage, 
and bis learning seemed to Strindberg to be one of the 
. 21 best tb1nga he bad ever written. · Its strength and virtue 
lle. as they do in !h!. Father and in ?!!.!.!. Julie, 1n "the 
intensity of the revealed experience, the unforgettable 
power or a savage insight into motive and si tuat1on."22 
When Strindberg emerged .from b1a Inferno crisis, 
however, be renounced many of his fol'mer Naturalistic con• 
cerns as ucontemporar1 .materialistic striving toward 
23 . 
taitbtulneas to reality." Around the turn or the century-
Strindb~g began to t~nd the conventions ot Naturalistic 
drama too restrictive, and he turned to the oroat1on or his 
SJm'bolic or dream plays. These expross1on1et1c experiments, 
sucb as 12. Druuascua, !. Dream Play, and !!!!, Ghost Sonata, 
were "to drama what Ulyssea was to be to the ncrvel and 
The waste Land to poetey,"24 and the "Autllor•a Note" to 
-
2lstrindberg, quoted in Me7er. p. 164; p. 18$; P• 16$. 
22w1111ams, Drama trom Ibsen 12, Eliot, P• 110. 
23Q,uoted by Martin.Lamm, "Strindberg and the Theatre," 
The Tulane Drama Reviev. Vol. VI (November. 1961), p. 1)2. 
_........,..._.. ...... 
24Meyer, P• 10. 
! Dream 'flax~ vhieh outltned his lntflnt and .methods, has 
become a famous document in the h1stor7 of tbe drama: 
In tbia dream pla7, aa in his tormer dream play 
To Damascus, tbe Author bas sought to reproduoe 
the dlsconneotod but apparently logical form of 
a dream. Anything can happen; everything is 
possible and probable. Time and apace do not 
exist; on a alight groundwork ot reality, 
imagination spins and weaves new patterns made 
up of memories, experiences, unfettered.tanc1es, 
absurdities and 1mprov1aat1ons. 
The characters are split, double and 
multiply; they evaporate• cr;ysta.llize~ acatter, 
and converge. But a single consciousness holds 
sway over them all, that ot the dreamer. For 
him there are no secrets, no incongruities, no 
scruples.and no law. lie neitner condemns nor 
aequ1ts, but onl7 relates .. and since on tb.e 
whole 1 tbere ta more pain than pleasure in th• dream, a tone or melancholy, and or compassion 
tor all 11ving2th1ngs, runs through the.awa1-ing narrative. !:> 
Aocordi~g to Dahlstrom, these exproas1on1st1c techniques 
were a natural outgrowth.of the.d1v1a1ona produced bf 
tbe breakdown or traditional religious values and the 
24 
rapid rise ot sc1ent1t1c materialism during the nineteenth 
century.26 liatural!stic method.a vere no longer adequately 
able to exprosa the ever•1ncreas1ng splits 1n the personality 
ot modern man. The experiences. ot ! Dnam. Plaz are bas$d 
on actual incidents in Strindberg's lite, but ther ttare 
ordered b7 conse1ousness instead ot being presented 
1m1 ta ti vely according to tile arrangement gained t brougb 
2Sstrindberg, quoted in Spr1gge, p. l9J. 
26see Dahlstrom.ts. introductory essay, "origins or 
Strindberg's Expressionism," PP• v11-xv11. 
2s 
physical obaervation."27 
Tbe purpose of ! Dream Plat seems to be the unve1 ling 
ot the ~stery of human sufter1ng--an investigation or the 
problem or evil. The main character is the Daughter ot the 
H1ndQ•god Indra wbo comes to earth to 1nveot1gate the 
plight or mankind, and she wandors all over the taoe ot 
the earth in so doing. This limited study cannot begin 
to discuss each of the myriad kaleidoscopic vignettes 
tbrough wblob Strindberg .mirrors our "strange world ot 
contradictions," since the play is oo lengthy and di.verso. 
(Robert Brustein• for example, must devote eight pages ot 
h1a chapter on Strindberg to the narrative of! Dream Plaz.) 
Suffice it to say that the Daughter finds the world to 
be '*a mad world" where "life together is a torment. One's 
.Pleasure 1s tho other's pa1n.n28 She meets a proliferation 
ot characters 1n a var1et1 of settings. Dahlstrom comments: 
... The cbaractel"s in ! DreBI11 Plfil have lost all 
individuality. They are e1t er sbadOlla or 
else are typified by sex, profession, r$mily• 
or social status: tor example, the Father • 
. Mother, Officer, Fortress, Bill•postert 
Glazier, Teacher and: others. None ot tho 
characters1 however, is wholly stable. All glide in and out ot the dream drama like 
figures in a vision. 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
. There is absolutely no unity or time, no 
27nablstrom, P• 180. 
28strindberg, ! Dream Plaz, in Sprigge, see pp. 216, 
220, 226. 
unity of place, and none for aetion. Once 
and for a 11 these uni ties are thrown a.side 
as measurements of physical observation; 
th&y are not functional 1n the lite ot tbe 
unconscious, in dream ex1stence.29 
26 
Lite is revealed aa "a disordered and chaotic struggle 
between oppos1tes,"30 and tbe Daughter ot Indra's repeated 
comment, ttMankind ta to be pitied," reflects Strindberg's 
compassion tor man in this dilemma. 
Strindberg's tour "Ohantbex- Plays"--storm, Atter !M 
Fire, !!!!_ Pelican, and l!!!, Ghost Sonata--were written in 
1907 in anticipation ot the opening ot tbe Intimate Theatre. 
Tbeae works elaborated upon both the experimental techniques 
and the philosopby ot fi Dream Play; and will be examined 
later 1n tb1s study. Let us now 6xamlne the manner in 
which Strindberg•s dramatic method and techniques influenced 
Eugene O'Neill. 
It appears initiall7 that Strindberg's strongest 
influence upon O'Ne1111s plays comes trom the :miaogynoua nature 
of strindberg•s writing. Many ot o•Ne1ll 1s plays portray 
women who are strikingly similar in nature to Strindberg's 
Laura and Tekla. For example, one or the t1rst O'Neill 
plays to be presented by tbe P:rov!ncetown Pla1ers 1n 1916 
was Betore Breakfast. This one-act monologue, which 
duplicated Strindberg's style in his one-act monologue 
---------------------------29nablstrom, P• 180J P• 181. 
30arustein1 P• 127. 
IS!, Stronger, is delivered by a shrewish wife whose 
embittered naggittg leads to her b.usband' a off-stage 
su1c1do. It is worth noting that the husband commits 
suicide bJ slitting hia throat with a razor--tne exact 
manner or committing su1~1de th.at Strindberg had used in 
Miss Jul1eJ 
---
. O'Neill employed this Str1ndberg1an theme or the 
27 
war between the sexes in play at'ter play. A partial listing 
or bis works which utilized th.is theme includes "B:read and 
Butter~ (1913), Beyond lB! Horizon (1918), !ill?. First!:!!!'.! 
( 1921),. We ldod (l 922), De sire Under !!!!, ~ ( 1924) 1 !!!!. 
Great~ Brown (1925), Strange Interlude (1927), pygo.mo 
(1928), MouPn1ng Becomes Electra (19JJ), Days Without~ 
(193)), and More statel7 Mansions (published posthumousl7). 
"Marriage in the car-ly 0 1Ne1ll plays is liable to be a. 
diaaster.u.31 O'Ne1ll's tlrst full•length play Beyonq, ~ 
Horizon "introduced tbe American theatre to lite, the sad 
realiti~a ot everyday life, and began changing the theatre 
into on• more genuine, more vital, more sensitive to the 
bum.an condition. 0 32 It 'Was tho story or two brothers who 
were both in love with the same girl. Tbe three main 
charact.era make their dec1s1ons--and they make the wrong 
onea. .Th& brother who loves the sea marries the girl and 
)lJohn Henry Raleigh, The Plays or Eugene O'Neill 
(Carbondale, Ill.: Southern Illinois Unfvers!ty i1ress,, 196.5) .t 
p. 131 •.. 
32shearrer, P• Iil8. 
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remains on the farm; the brother who loved farming sets 
out to sea, and the married couple st home finds that 
their marriage b.aa been a mistake. uAs a disciple of 
Strindberg, O'Neill was intent on depicting love as a trap 
and marriage as a prison, especially tor the roale.n33 The 
main character or another early play, !!.!.!. First 11!!!1 scorn-
fully declares that most marriages are built upon nrabb1t-
hutch emotions" and ''broad-and-butter passions. ,,34 
The problems of marriage and the battle for 
domination between the sexes hold the center of the stage 
in Welded. George Jean Nathan described this play as an 
"attempt to duplicate the teohn1c of such a drama as The 
-
Father."3S It presents one critical night 1n the marriage 
ot Michael and Eleanor Cape and was baaed on o•Ne1ll 1 s 
marriage to Agnes Boulton. The Gelbs describe Welded 
as follows: 
It was an extreme case of the vicious circle: 
First, his Str1ndberg•1nfluenced need for a 
dramatic marriage relationship; then the 
torment over th1s self-induced situation; then 
the necessit7 to chronicle, in stg1ndbergian 
terms, the havoc he had wrought.J 
33Ib1d., P• 420. 
-
34Eugene Qt Neill, The F'irst .!i!.!l1 in The y1nys of Eugene 
O'Neill, Vol. II (New York: Random liouso, 1941 , p. blJ. 
3Saeorge Jean Nathan, 11 Eugene O'Neill," 1n The World 
of George Jean Uathan, ed. by Charles Angotr (New York: 
A!i'red Knopr,--1952), P• 402. 
36Gelb, P• 517. 
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Michael is a sons1tive, intelligent playwright while 
Eleanor bas a more pragmatic personality. The drama begins 
with a loving reunion following a separation which had been 
caused by Michael's need to be alone to write. Michael 
soon beccmes Jealous or visitors Eleanor bas had while he 
was absent and is psrtlcularly suspicious about an old 
friend of hers who happens to drop by. A heated quarrel 
begins and the dialogue reveals tho ract that th1s 1a one 
in a cycle of many such quarrels. Recriminations and 
accusations build up between them until Michael attempts to 
choke his w1te. They- botb. flee their apartment and each 
tries to break tbe other's hold by going to the arms of 
another...-Eleanor to her old friend and Michael to a prosti• 
tute. These attempts to dissolve their relationship fail; 
they both return to their home and "the resolution comes 
when they both accept marriage as a love-hate relationship.n37 
Cape passionately declares: 
And we'll torture and tear, and clutch for 
each other's soulsl--tight--fa11 and hate 
again--(he raises his voice in aggressive 
triumph) butl--fa11 !.!!!:! Er1de--w1th joy138 
An understanding of the fact that the marriage relation-
ship in Welded is pictured as a love-hate relationship whoso 
love cannot be terminated even when hate is at its highest 
lavels .between the two partners and recognition of O'Noill'a 
37nale1gh, p. l.34. 
38.E;ugene 0 1Ne111, vlelded, '.!'.!!,! ?lays .2£ Eugene O'Neill, 
Vol. II, P• 488. 
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intont in Welded, which seems to be not simply to portray 
the painful complexities or the marriage relationship but 
also to depict these complexities as passionately and as 
intensely as possible, leads to a clearer picture or how 
Strindberg influenced O'Neill. Strindberg influenced 
O'Neill not primarily because he was "a dramatist of 
misogyny" but rather because Strindberg had written dramas 
which conveyed his own attitudes toward male-female relation-
ships so powerfully. It was the Strindberg method or tecbn1c 
that O'Neill sought to emulate. 
As one of the three managers for the reorganized 
Provincetown Players, O'Neill suggested that they open 
their 1924 season with Strindberg's Ghost Sonata.. The 
pioneering scenic designer Robert Edmund Jonos did not 
approve of the choice--he called it "a horrible play about 
horrible people"39 __ but O'Neill prevailed and the play waa 
presented. O'Neill wrote an article for the Playbill titled 
"Strindberg and our Theatre." In this article he claimed 
that "Strindberg still remains among the most modern or 
modernsn because tie was "the greatest interpreter in the 
theatre of the oharacter1st1c spiritual conflicts which 
constitute the drama--the blood--of our lives today."40 
39aelb, p. 536. 
40Eugene 0 1 Ne111, nstrindberg and Our Theatro,tt in 
O'Neill and His .Plays: Four Decades of Criticism, ed. by 
Oscar Ce.rg{ll et. !!.· (New-York: University Press, 1961), 
P• 108. 
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He spoke ot Strindberg as a creator of a form of "nuper-
naturalism0 which nintensified" dramatic methods and laid 
bare the unrealized regions of the soul. 0 1Ne1ll coined 
a term to describe Strindberg's plays; ho called them 
"beh1nd-11fe0 plays, and it was Strindberg's ability to 
go beyond the "banality ot surfo.cesn which really appealed 
so strongly to 0'Ne1ll.4l It was Strindberg the dramatist 
ot intense and devastating dynamic paycholog1oal processes 
that 0 1 Neill revered. 
Beneath the cast of characters listed on the Playbill 
O'Neill had printed Strindberg•s sentence concerning the 
"joy or 11fen and its relation to life's conflicts (see 
p. 22, above). As early as 1917 0 1Ne111 had 1nd1catod that 
this view that life was significant because or its struggles 
was b.ia al so : 
The tragedy of Man is perhaps the only signi-
ficant thing about him. What I am after is 
to get an audience leaving the theatre with 
an exultant reeling from seeing somebody on 
the stage racing llfe, fighting against the 
eternal odds. not conquering, but perhaps 
inevitably being conquered. The individual 4 lite is made significant Just by a struggle. 2 
In his plays, then, O'Neill• like Strindberg, was trying 
to dramatize these spiritual struggles and to portray the 
motive forces behind the conflicts. Further, Just as 
Strindberg's milieu had driven him to experimentation with 
41Ib1d., PP• 108-09. 
-
42Eugene O'Neill, quoted in W1111arns, 1'\odern Tragodz, 
P• 116. 
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new techniques in order to express spiritual truths in a 
world whore the belier in a traditional God was dying. so 
O'Neill imitated these experiments, trying to find techniques 
which could adequately dramatize the situation of modern man. 
O*Neill wrote in a letter to George Jean Nathan: 
The playwright today must dig at the roots of 
the sickness or today as he feels it--the death 
of the old God and th& failure or science and 
materialism to give any satisfying new one for 
the surviving primitive religious instinct to 
find a meaning fol" lj.fe in. and to comfort its 
fears of death with.43 
Strindberg bad conducted pioneer explorations into the dork 
corners of the human soul in its "modern" condition; be had 
excelled "in depicting people driven by love. hatred, 
jealousy or a combination or all three to that nightmare 
border country wbore hysteria abuts on madness,"44 people 
who round no outside supornatural forces which could redeem 
their lives, and people who orten discovered that their only 
peace came in death. It was into this violent and tortured 
country that O'Neill followed Strindberg. 
Seen in this light, the str1ndbcrg-o•Nc111 theme of 
the battle between the sexes takea on new dimensions. 
o•Ncill's many plays depa1t1ng marriage as a hell on earth 
were not intended, 1n particular, to castigate women. 
, 43&ugene O'Neill, quoted by Joseph Wood Krutch in 
the Kl'utch edition ot Nine Plays by Eugene O'Neill. (New Yorlc: 
Random llouse. 1932), P• xvi!. ' 
44?-!oyer, p. a. 
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Instead, he was trying to uncover the ttbeh1nd-l1te 0 reasons 
for human suffering. O'Neill was seeking answers to questions 
concerning man's raison d'etre and insights into the compelling 
forces driving "modern" man. "Strindberg showed him how to 
dig below the surface or human relationships to the tensions 
beneath, and above all, how to discard realistic means alto-
gether in order to project the mysterious forces that deter-
mine human 11fe.n4S Thus all or o•Neill•s plays carried on 
. 46 
"a ceaseless dialectic about human affairs," and,. of course, 
the torce that in large measure "makes the world go round"-· 
the love or passions between the sexes--must form a large 
part of that dialectic. 
All or O'No111 1s plays mentioned above in connection 
with his supposed misogyny can better be viewed as dramas 
dealing with the theme ot the suffering and destruction caused 
by strong irrational passions whicb produce conflicts or wills. 
This is why O'Ne1ll's characters are so otten "maelstroms of 
powerful emotions.n47 O'Neill bad round intense, complex. 
and larger-than-life characters in Strindberg's dramatic 
method .which "magnified the psycb.osn48 of the personalities 
he created. Like Strindberg's dramas, O'?Ieill's own plays 
45nor1s Alexander-, Tbe Temperigg or Eugene O'Neill 
(New York: Harcourt, Brace-ind World, Inc., 1962), p. 184. 
46Raleigh, P• 155. 
471.E.!s!·· p. 149. 
48nathan, p. 402. 
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were not to be built around plots but around character develop• 
ment. "His characters are, bf turns and sometimes simultan-
eously. monolithic, contradictory, split, fluid, self-contained, 
and interacting. They are not rationally conceived but .!!.11 
• • •• n49 Some good examples o'f men and women in 0 1Ne1ll's 
plays who are representative of O'Neill's ability to create 
dynamic umoderntt characters are Ephraim and Eben Cabot 1n 
Desire Under !!!!, ~--a father and his son, both in love 
with the same young woman-·; Uina Leeds in Strange Interlude--
a woman whose psychological needs lead her into multiple male 
relationships in her search for happiness--; and the members 
of the Mannon family in Mourning Becomes Eleetra--O'Neill's 
dramatization of the Orestoan theme of Greek tragedy which 
includes violent murder and suicide. This discussion or 
human complexity and psychological processes in Strindberg 
and O'Neill will be carried further later in our study when 
we examine some of the "late" plays or both writers, but now 
we turn to a brief exaniination or the experimental drame.tic 
techniques O'Neill utilized in his attempts to express human 
depth and complexity. Again he followod Strindberg's lead, 
and! Dream Play can be seen as the source of most of O'Ne1ll's 
expressionistic ideas. 
The production of .,!h! Emperor Jones in November, 1920, 
49Rale1gh, p. 149. 
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nvirtually introduced expressionism into the American 
theatre. ".SO The play was written in eight shifting scenes, 
reminiscent of the shifting scenes of f:. Dream Play, and in 
it O'Neill experimented with "sustained monologue and the 
physical presence, on stage, of ghosts that exist only in 
the fevered imagination of the protagonist. n5l As noted 
above, Strindberg had previously e.x.perimented with both the 
monologue form {~ Stronger) and the obsessive power of 
suggestion (The Father, !:!!!!.! Julie, Creditors). The story 
of Jones• apparition-tormented flight through the jungle 
which is accompanied and accented by the now-famous drum 
beats is often called the nplay that made O'Neill famous, n.52 
and certainly its departure from traditional staging conven-
tions was an integral part or its success. 
In 1922 The Hairy Ape opened at the Provincetown 
Theatre. Alexander Woollcott, in a first-night review, 
described the work as a "bitter. brutal, wildly fantastic 
play of nightmare hue and nightmare distortion. n53 · o 'Neill's 
opening stage directions for the play include the following 
SOJ·ohn Gassner, Eugene O •Neill (Minneapolis: Univer-
sity of Minnesota, 1965), p. 16. 
5laelb, p. 438. 
52It"'rederic I. Carpenter, Eugene o 'Neill (Uew York: 
Twayne Publishers, Inc., 1964), p. 89. 
53Alexander Woollcott, "The Hn1ry Ape," in Cargill 
et al., p. 160. 
--
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comment, .,The treatment or this scene, or or any other 
scene in this play, should b7 no means be natural1st1c.n54 
Other stage directions indicate that churchgoers in tho 
play are to resemble "a procession of gaudy marionettes, 
7et wi tb something of the relentless horror of :£t~rankenste1ns 
1n their detached• mechanical unawarenesa," and O'Neill 
directs that this anti-naturalism reaches it climax when 
Yank, the play•s protagonist, engages in a fist-tight with 
one or these churchgoing gentlemen. nue lets drive a 
terr1t1c swing, his fist landing full on the tat gentleman's 
race. But the gentleman stands unmoved as if nothing bad 
happened."SS It is obv1oua that the pla1 takes place 1n 
a nightmare/dream land. As Yank, a coal-stoker on a trans-
atlantic liner. searches for a place where he "bolonga," 
the play shifts .from scene to scene, beginning in the hold 
ot tbe liner and ending in the gorilla's cage at the zoo 
where Yank is crusbed to death by the ba1ry ape. The play 
is a study or "the psychological implications ot the 
machine age. nS6 o 'Neill intended Yank as a symb~l ot man 
"who bas lost b.ia old harmony with nature, the harmon7 
which he used to bave as an animal and has not yet aoquirod 
S4Eugene O'Neill, l:h!.. Hairz Ape in !!!!!!!. Plays 
Eugene O'Neill, P• 39. 
551b1d., p. 69; p. 12. 
-
ot 
-
S6sophus Ke1 th Winther, Euirene O'lie111 (New York: 
Russell and nussell, 1961), p. i9 • 
in a sp1r1 tu al way,. nS7 and he wa.s diasppointed when the 
. 58 public "saw only the baffled stoker, not the symbol." 
In Bezond !!!.!, Horizon O'Neill experimented with 
symbolic scenery, but again he was misunderstood. In a 
letter to Barrett Clark, O'Neill complained: 
why 1a it, I wonder, tbat not one other critic 
baa given me credit tor a deliberate departure 
in torm in search or a greater tlex.1bil1ty? 
They have all accused Me ot bungling through 
1gnorance--wbereaa, it I had wanted to, I 
could have laid the whole pla7 1n the tarm 
interior, and made it tight as a drum a la 
Pinero. Then, too, I should imagine the 
symbolism I intended to convey by the 
alternating scenes would be a9garent even 
trom a glance at the program.~~ · 
tater O'Neill explained further to an interviewer: 
One scene is out ot doors, showing the 
horizon, suggesting the man•s desire and 
dream. The other is indoors, the horizon 
gone, suggesting what bas come between him 
and his dream. In that way I tried to get 60 
rb7thm, the alternation ot longing and loss. 
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o•Ne1ll experimented with masks as a major dramatic 
effect for the first time in The Groat God Brown. nAll 
. - ----
the leading cb.aracters--Brown, Cybel ••• , Dion.and 
D1on•s w!te; Margaret--use masks to cover their races when 
they do not want their souls' secrets revealed, and dott them 
be.fore those ther trust."61 O'Neill defended the modern 
S7Quoted in Gassner, P• 19. 
saxb1d. 
$9Quoted 1n Gelb, P• 411. 
60Ibid. 
61 Ibid. 1 P• 479. 
-
drmnatist•a use or masks in a "Memoranda on Masks": 
For I hold more and more surely to the con• 
v1ct1on that the use of masks will be discover• 
ed eventually to be tbe freest solution of the 
modern drama.tist•s problem as to how--with the 
greatest possible dramatic clarity and economy 
ot meana-·llo can express those profound bidden 
contlicts of the mind which the probings or 
psycbolog7 continue to disclose to us. Ue 
must find aome method to present this inner 
drama in his work• or confess himself incapable 
ot portra7ing one of the most characteristic 
preoccupations and uniquely s1gn1!'1eant,. 
spiritual impulses of his time. • •• For 
wnat,at bottom, is the new psycholog1eal 
insight into human cause and effect but a 
study in masks, an exercise in unmasldng?62 
o•Neill'a 0 Dogma tor the new masked drama" reads, "one's 
outer life passes in a solitude haunted by the masks ot 
others; one's inner lite passes in a solitude bounded by 
the masks or oneself .n6J 
In The Great God Brown O'Neill also created a 
- ----
J8 
symbolic figure who appeared again and again in his work-· 
that or Cybel, the pbilosophical prostitute wb.o represents 
the earth-mother-goddess. In Dynamo, a play which O'Neill 
said was to be the tirs't of a trilogy "whose overall title 
might be Q2!! !! Dead1 Lons Live--What?, n 64 the great. 
symbol of the drama was the fantastic and grotesque dynamo 
itself which is pictured as the Mother-God of the modern 
age. 
62&ugene O'Neill, "Memoranda on Masks," in Cargill 
.Ual., p. 116. 
63Ib1d., P• 117. 
64Gelb_, P• 679. 
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Further experimentation with tbe depiction ot tbe 
roodorn split-personality took place in Strange Interlude and 
Dazs Without ~· In the tormer he used uthe Elizabethan 
device ot the •aside• on a scale never before attempted on 
the stage.n6S and in tbe latter the protagonist is actually 
divided into two cbarnoters. "John," who believes in God 
and is faithful to hia wire. and "Loving,," the cynical. 
adulterous skeptic. 
Tbia brief survey of o•t1oill 1 s experiments with 
e.xpress1on1st1c techniques is by no means exhaustive, but 
it sho~ld be auft1c1ent to indicate the manner in which 
Strindberg's expressionism suggested endless poss1b111t1es 
to O'Neill. Both playwrights felt that the dilemmas of 
modern man could not be eatistactorily portrayed in depth 
and with sufficient intensity unless new innovative tech-
niques could be found--techn1ques which could more adequately 
reflect the complexity ot the modern condition. 
6Saaasner, p. 28. 
CHAPTER III 
THE INFLUgflCE OF STRilIDBERG'S .PHILOSOPHY OF LII<"E 
UPON O'NEILL 
Eugene O'Neill once said that of all the plays he had 
ever read, the one be would most like to have written was 
Strindberg's Dance 2!. Death.1 Aecording to John Raleigh. 
o•Neill's extreme admiration tor this play grow out of tbe 
tact that when o•Ne1ll looked into Strindberg, "he was, in 
effect, looking into a mirror.n2 This chapter intends to 
investigate the influence ot Strindberg's philosophy ot 
lite upon o•Ne1ll's work. In what ways d1d.o•Ne111 1 s ideas 
concerning the nature of man and the nature or reality 
mirror Strindberg's? Some of the dramatists' ideas concern-
ing man and bis role in tho universe have been introduced 
in the preceding chapter since it was impossible to d1acusa 
methods and techniques without mentioning the ideas being 
dramatized. This chapter begins, however, with an examination 
ot Strindberg's ideas as expressed in two or hia last plays, 
lsheatter, p. 395. 
2John Henry Raleigh, •'Eugene o •Neill,» 'Ramparts, II 
(Spring, 1964) 1 p. 86. 
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.!!!! uance 2f. Doa.tll and The Ghost Sonata, and then proceeds 
to two of O'Neill's last plays, fl Long Day's Journey into 
Night and ~ Iceman Cometh, in an attempt to compare the 
two dramatists• conclusions about the nature or lire, love, 
illusion, death, and reality. 
Strindberg -wrote ~ Dance .E£.. Death in 1900. The 
Scandinavian scholar Alrik Gustafson writes of this play, 
"The Dance of Death ie the ~ost hopelessly pessimistic 
- ----
picture of human life that Strindberg ever penned.uJ In 
this work he took up again characters sim!lnr to those ho 
had created in 1h.!. Father, and the play is another descrip-
tion of tho love-bate relationship between man and woman. 
However, after his in1'erno-er1s1s he was able to dramatize 
"the hostility which accompanies all romantic love ••• 
w1 tb much greater balance, detachment, and cogency. u4 'rhe 
-
Dance of Death is not meant as a naturalistic depiction ot ..................... ___ _
the battle between the sexes; rather, the play 1s a blend 
ot mysticism and realism and "constitutes a huge piece of' 
&'Yl'llbolism--••• the subject of its symbolical interpreta-
tion seems to be nothing less than the sum of human 1nter-
relat1onsh1ps. u5 
3austataon, p. J9. 
4Brustein, p. 112 • 
. ;;Edwin Bjorkman, "Introduction" to flays by August 
Strindberg, trans. Edwin Bjorkman, Vol. I New York: Charles 
Scribner's Sons, 1913), pp. 16-17. 
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Tho long pl·ay is composed of two parts. It is the 
stor7 of a Captain and his wife, Alice, who are soon to 
celebrate their twenty-ritth wedding anniversary. They 
live an isolated life on a small island nicknamed "Little 
Hell." Their life together seems to be an aimless, endless 
round or pettiness, quarreling, hatred, and loathing. "The 
sex struggle la even sharper than that ot !!!!. ll'ather 1 and 
the battle in the first part or the play ls pitched exceed-
ingly bigh because it is more even between husband and 
wite."6 A third cb.aracter is introduced into this hellish 
situation, Kurt, the man who had originally introduced the 
pair. His arrival serves as a catalyst which accentuates 
and heightens the state of conflict between the Captain and 
Alice until the two become bestial primitives. Their hateful 
words and acts are beyond belier. Even they, in their calmer 
moments, cannot believe they could have acted so inbumanl.y. 
For example, once the Captain almost drowned his wife; Kurt 
questions him about the deed: 
1\iJRT: ••• Wby did you push her into the water? 
CAPTAI?i: I dontt know. It merely seemed quite natural 
to me, as she was standing on the pier, that she 
ought to be in the wator. 
KURT: Have you never regretted it? 
CAPTAIN: Neverl 
6oablstrom, P• 107. 
KURT: That•s strangol 
CAPTAIN: or course, it isl So strange that I 
cannot realize that I am the man who has 
been guilty of such a mean act.7 
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Tho Captain and Alice are Strindberg's exaggerated picture 
or the "primitive elementn in the human being-·"tbat which 
bursts out in us in spite or aesthetic, intellectual and 
emotional ref'inements."8 There is, somehow, a demonic ele-
ment in human nature, an element which is not always under 
rational control. One of the play's main themes seems to 
be that man's ungoverned passions are ono source or this 
evil--that human nature is incredibly selfish. Gustafson 
carries this point even further: 
It is worthy of note that in this domestic 
tragedy Strindberg finds both man and woman 
equally guilty, which would seem to suggest 
that he has finally arrived at the conclusion 
that woroan in herselt is not the beginning of 
evil. Life itself is ev11.9 
Strindberg intended that Part II, which has been 
criticized as a pointless repetition of Part I, would signify 
the endless repetition involved, arid the 0 terrifying thing" 10 
about Part II actually is that tbe conflict ia endless. 
Finall7, however, the Captain dies, and the couple is liberated 
7August Strindberg, The uanee .2f. Death, in Bjorkman, 
P• 210. All further quotations from the play will be taken 
from. this edition and cited by page number only. 
8nahlstrom1 p. 110. 
9oustafson, P• 40. 
10~., P• 39. 
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from its struggle. Peace and quiet come over the household: 
ALICE: • • • But do you notice that there 1s 
peace in the house now? The wonderful peace 
of death. Wonder.ft:l as the solemn anx.iet1 
that surrounds the coming or a child into 
the \.rorld. (p. 268) 
Then suddenly and ironically Alice recnlls her husband as 
he had been in his youth and then remembers her love for 
him. Martin Lamm comments: 
The final scene lWhereln the husband is dea{/ 
not only rounds out the drama artistically, 
but also gives 1t an infinite perspective. 
The unceasing, meaningless grim struggle in 
which the two battle agaf~st each other becomes 
a symbol of life itself. 
This interpretation of !h2, Danae of Death indicates t~at 
Strindberg's lifetime of personal experiences had confirmed 
and strengthened him in the view of life be had first enun-
ciated in the Preface to ~ J·u11e. But he had created 
Miss Julie as a dramatic case study or a particular type or 
man and a special kind ot woroan, whereas tho mature Strindberg 
created the Captain and Alice as representatives of the 
condition of the entire human race. In Miss Julie conflict 
was inevitable between certain classes or between tbe sexes, 
but in The Danco or Death, lite is conflict. No matter who 
- ----
you ore or what your station in life, tnere is no end to 
this conflict as long as one lives. 
One or the best critical essays on Strindberg's 
llQuoted in Dahlstrom, P• 111. 
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philosophy of lii'e is Joseph Wood Krutch•s essay "Strindberg 
and tho Irreconcilable Conflict." In this essay Krutch gives 
ample and convincing evidence from Strindberg's pla7s to 
substantiate the thesis that for Strindberg n • • • the 
problem or the sexes 1s • • • simply a typical example of 
all humo.n problems."12 Krutch's analysis of Strindberg's 
view of the nature of man is so central to an understanding 
ot the relationship between Strindberg and 0 1 '.Neill, that its 
main points must be rehearsed here. Aecordi.ng to Krutch, 
Strindberg views "irreconcilable conflict" as the central 
tact, not only in the relationship between men and women, 
but also,, by analogy as ••the central fact in the whole 
problem or the good 11fe.ul3 This basic idea leads to the 
following concomitant views: If the central eternal reality 
1s not a community or interests but a conflict or interests, 
then dissonance rather than harmony is tho condition to whicb 
the universe naturally tends; therefore, the personal life 
ot a human being can never be a harmony; to be a man at all 
is to be neurotic, self-destructive, and unhappy; man is 
torn between irreconcilable impulses and it is the universe 
itself which puts him on the horns or the dilemma; the 
only salvation tor manld.nd is a kind or accepted damnation--
that lite is good because it is palntui.14 
12Joseph Wood Krutch, "Modernismn in Modern Dram.a 
Uiew York: Husaell and Russell, Inc., l9b2}, p. 25. 
l)Ibid.,, p. ,31. 
14Ib1d., PP• 31, 321 42, 34, and J9. 
Strindberg's lifelong 1nterost in psychological 
proceoses had brought him to view man as a victim of his 
passions and the soul of man ns a battleground where 
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reason and passion battled for control. This was also n 
theme of st. Paults 1~ and of Milton's Paradise Loat, but in 
each of these cases supernatural aid in the form of God's son 
offered man some hope. In Strindberg's view there is little 
hope for either ultimate victory or reconcilation 1n isolated, 
11modern11 man• s battle for self-control. 
This despairing view of life was pictured most intense-
ly in the Chamber plays which Strindberg wrote in 1907. The 
Chamber plays are all preoccupied with death; Strindberg 
16 
referred to them as his "last sonatas." In these four 
plays Strindberg tried to create dramas "as suggestive. 
compelling, and hypnotic as romantic music,"17 plays which 
could equal in affect the last sonatas of Beethoven. Evert 
Sprinchorn details the mnnner in which Strindberg attempted 
to achieve such an effect: 
What Strindberg created was a dramatic form 
in which less attention is paid to preparing 
lSsee, !or exwnple, Homans 7:15: 11 I do not understand 
my own actions. F'or I do not do what I want, but I do the 
very thing I hate," or Rom.ans 7:19: ttFor I do not do the 
good I want, but the evil I do not want ls what I do." The 
New Tostament, Revised Standard Version (New York: Tho~ 
Nelson and Sons, 1946). 
16Evert Spr1nchorn, "Introduction" in The Chamber .Plays 
by August Strindberg, trans. by Evert Sprinchorn et al. (New 
York: E. P. Dutton and Company, Inc., 1962}, p. xv.---
l7Ib1d., p. ix. 
for the big scenes and building up suspense 
and more attention is given to drawing 
parallels between scenes and characters and 
to sustaining a. mood at almost the same level 
of intensity throughout. Instead of working 
back.ward from the climatic scene • • • 
Strindberg conceives a symbolic situation and 
then explores all its possibilities.ltl 
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In The Ghost Sonata, the third of the Chamber plays, 
Strindberg dealt with his "firm conviction that we live in 
a world of madness and delusion (illusion) from which we must 
fight our way free, 1119 and the play is a "merciless exposure 
or life's most shameful secrets. 0 20 
The drama ia a compound of dream mood and brutal 
naturalism. It opens in a realistically drawn Stockholm 
street setting, but the actions are obviously symbolic. Two 
of the play's central characters, Hum.~el, a sinister elderly 
man, and the Young Student, are in conversation in front of 
an attractive apartment building, but as the play develops 
it becomes apparent that "this attractive facade conceals 
nameless human misery."21 The house, which at first is 
taken to be a house of life, is, in reality, a death-house. 
This death-in-life theme is obvious at tea-time when one 
ot the servants describes the gathering: 
JOHAUSSOU: Are we going to ho.Ve a musicale this 
evening? Or what is the occasion?· 
18Ib1d., pp. x-xi. 
19Quoted in Meyer, p. 420. 
20sprigge, p. 265. 
21Lamm, P• 1)). 
BE}1GTSSON: Just tho ordinary 5host suppor, as 
we cal 1 1 t. They drink tea, without saying a 
word, or else the Colonel talks all by blmself. 
• • • 
JOHANSSON: Hhy do you call it the ghost supper? 
BBUGTSSOll: They all look like ghosts ••• Thia 
has been going on for twenty years--always the 
same people, alwaya saying the same ti1ings. Or 
ols& keeping silent to avoid being embarrassed.22 
Death reigns because inside thia house all is sham and 
deceit, and the Student gradually learns this hard lesson 
as the action unfolds. He had entered the house, on 
Hu.rr.mel's invitation, believintr it would be a paradise in 
which he could live hnppily married to the Colonel's 
beautiful daughter. HurrJ.l'llel, the truth-teller, sets out to 
reveal oll the sordid secrets which bind the members of the 
household together. His ostensible reason for such revela-
tions is that he wants to create a cleaner atmosphere in 
whioh his protege, the Student, and the Beautiful Young Lad7 
can begin their married 11fe. But Hummel, too, is unmnskod, 
for. it is he, and not the Colonel, who is actually the father 
ot the Beautiful Young Lady. Hummel has been seeking revenge 
on the Colonel and has been thinking of himself, not tho 
Student, a~ ho acted. 
Thus each member or the household is guilty of some 
seerot sin. The family's mother, who has shrivelled into 
22August Strindberg, The Ghost Sonata, trana. by 
Evert Spr1nchorn, p. 125. F'urther quotations from this 
play will be taken from this translation and will be oitod 
by page number only. 
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a dried-up Mummy over tho years, reveals the manner in wb1ob 
the household is united: 
THE MUMMY: Our crimes and our secrets and our 
guilt bind us together! We have split up and 
gone our separate ways an infinite number of 
times. But we're always drawn back together 
again •••• (p. 131} 
In the third and tinal scene or movement, the Young 
r .. ady and the Student talk of love. Perhaps this is tbe 
force that can overcome the evil and guilt or the world. 
The Student is deter.mined, however, that tbis love must 
be anchoxaed in reality. He will speak only the truth to 
the one whom he loves: 
STUDENT: Do you knov how I am thinking about yoLt · 
now? 
YOUNG LADY: You must not tell me or I'll d1e1 
STUDENT: But I must or I'll die& (p. 149) 
In spite or tbese warnings from h1a beloved, tbe St~dent 
reveals his knowledge or what has happened in 
these past hoursJ all is decayed and diseased, 
but keeping silent would only rot the truth. 
• • • The Young Lady, the most beautiful of 
flowers, is also poisoned and baa poisoned 
him. The fragrance or the room 11 deadly. 
There is a curse on all creation.23 
The Young Lady dies, for "Beauty created out of falsehood 
will vanisb. it honesty preva11s.tt24 The Student's last 
23Lewis, PP• SS-S6. 
24Ib1d., P• $5. 
speech gives Strindberg's final vision ot death: 
Your liberator ia comingl Welcome, pale and 
gentle one • • • And you, you beautiful, 
innocent, lost soul, who suffer for no fault 
or your own, sleep, sleep a dreamless sleep. 
And when you wake again • • • may you be 
greeted by a sun that doesn't scorch, in a 
home without dust, by friends without raults, 
and by a love without flaw. (p. 151) 
As Allan Lewis comments: 
Strindberg•s world is not a pleasant one, but 
his despair at the triumph or evil does not 
result in his rejection of man, but in a deep 
com.passion for man, a need to recogniz~ pain 
and sorrows as tbe road to salvat1on.2_;, 
so 
And, in the final analysis, only death can end the horrors 
or lite. 
"Where mo.st people find in Strindberg's w:rlt1ngs a 
nightmar.tsh distortion ot man•e time on earth, O'Neill found 
an account or relentless truth."26 First or all, O'Neill 
himself "both loved and hated almost everything,"27. and t4• 
pla7a mirrored this Str1ndberg1an dualistic view of lite. 
John Gassner comments: 
Like his favorite modern playwright, Strindberg, 
O'Neill made division itself the subject of his 
plays. In them he tried to master the division 
he found in human nature and in the human 
condition, and because this was no easy enter-
prise, he wan doomed to repeat the effort 
conatantly.2 · 
2Srbtd., p. 58. 
26sbeaffer, P• 2$J. 
27aale1gh, "hugene 0 •Neill, n p. 80. 
28John Gassner, Theatre at the Crossroads (Now York: 
Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1960T,-P: 72. 
John Raleigh describes the cosmological principle which 
underlies all of O'Neillfa plays as follows: 
• • • There is in the plays a cosmological 
principle--and I th1nk O'Neill himself was not 
fully aware of tbe ubiquity of his outlook in 
this respect--underlying everything be wrote, 
from first to last: the principle or polarity; 
the universe and human existence conceived or 
as an endless series ot polarities, oppositions, 
antitheses, antino:mies; tho world as a kind or 
perpetual dialectic without synthesis, or the 
world as a perpetual alternation between 
opposites, which are both separate and insep-
arable. • •• In an untutored way, pbiloaoph• 
1cally speaking. O'Neill • • • felt th.at polarity 
waa tb.e essential design of the world • • • He 
could never see human experience except in terms 
or ant1nomies, alternations, and repet1t1ons.29 
.51 
Raleigh further points out that this governing philosophical 
"principle ct polarity" also often dictates a time-scheme 
for o•Ne111 1 s plays 'Which is based on "the greatest cosmic 
polarit7 of all, night and day," as well as tttwo basic 
pairs or antithetical settings: sea and land~ and city and 
tarm.u30 And Harold Clurman contends that it is 0'lle111 1 a 
dualistic view which creates the drama ot his work: 
In this overlast1ng.dual1ty with its equal 
pressures in several directions lies the 
brooding power, the emotional grip ot o•Neill's 
work • .31 
o•Neill•s "principle ot polarity .. is clearl:y evidenced 
in the divided personalities or the characters in his play 
29Rale lgb, !!!!, Plays g!. Eugene o' Ne 111,.,_ pp. 3-4, p. 17. 
30Ib1d., PP• 4-S • 
. 31Barold Glurman~ ••Long Day• a Journey into Night," in 
Cargi 11 .!!, !l:.•, P• 216. . 
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! LoM Day's Joume:y ~ Mi5ht. It is common knowledge 
today that ! Long Day•s Journez into Night is actually the 
story ot o•Heill's own family relat1onsh1ps.32 But just as 
the characters in .!!!.!. Dance or Death were created by Str1nd• 
berg as representative of all mankind, so o•Neill pictured 
through the microcosm of h1a own !emily the macrocosm or the 
world. tro•Neill has created a personal play which bears on 
the condition or all mankind; a bourgeois fam.117 drama with 
universal 1mpl1cations."3J 
The play is set in the O'Neill summer home in New 
London, Connecticut, in 1912, but the characters "could well 
be li•ing on the moon tor all the power that the America or 
1912 exercises over them. n34 The setting is actually formed 
ot tba t same compound or realism and symbolism tbs t was so 
characteristic of Strindberg's Chamber plays. "Long Dny•s 
Journey ~ Night exists ••• in a split world, so full 
ot gross reality, on the one hand, so ghostly, foggy. 
35 
nebulous, on the other." Tbe "real" lite includes whiske7, 
cursing, whores, laughter, poetry, card games, Ell"guments, 
confessions, disease, doctors, drugs, and electric ligbt 
.321r 1 t were not for Mrs. Carlotta O'lieill' s disregard 
tor her husband's expressed wishes, thia play would still be 
unknown. O'Neill bad directed that the play remain unpublish-
ed until twenty-five years after his death. 
33aruste1n, p. JSO •. 
.34Rale1gb, nEugerie O •.Neill," P• 77. 
· 35Rale1gh, !!!!!, Plays g! Eugene 0 1 Ne111, P• 151. 
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bulbs, but by Act IV "the play becomes a ghost story with 
tho drugged Mary • • • fulfilling her husband's grim pro-
phecy of Act III that before the night was out she would 
be like e. 'mad ghost •• n36 
The same journey through life that took place in 
! Dream PlaI, ~ Dance 2f. Death, and !h! Ghost Sonata takes 
place in this drama, too, as the haunted members of the 
Tyrone family stumble through a long day and on into the 
night. The foghorn, which had been going all night long on 
the previous night, and which is heard at regular intervals 
as evening comes on again, is an ominous reminder of the 
encroaching fogs which envelop the Tyrone home. The same 
nightmarish quality that characterized Strindberg's expres-
sionism also exists in this play, as "the fog has blurred 
all distinctions between night and day and land and sea," 
and the psychological processes of the play have blurred 
"the d.1at1not1ons between the past and the present and the 
living and the dead.n37 
"The positive excellence or the play consists not in 
the plot but in the characterization. nJB The 1'amily is pic-
tured as "living in a close symbiotic relationship. a single 
organism with four branches,, where a twitch in one creates 
.36rbtd. 
·-
37Ibid. 
38Prederic I. Carpenter, Eugene O'Neill (New York: 
Twayne Publishers, Inc., 1964}, p. 1$9. 
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a spasm in another.tt39 The ambivalent Strindberglan love-
hate relationship is evident in almost every line of the 
drama. As Edmund remarks of his n1other .. "It •a as it; in 
spite of loving us, she bated us1«40 
The four members or tho family resat to each 
other with bewildering amb1valence--expos1ng 
illusions and sustaining them, striking a blov 
and hating the hand that strikes.41 
Since tb.ia is a picture ot 0 1Ne1ll's own family, it is easy 
to see why ~ Dance !!!. Death bad influenced him so powertullyl 
Each member of the family makes a psychological journey 
into the dark night of his soul••"a journey into the hell of 
truth. nla2 
For the mother, it is a sad journey into the 
fog of dope and dreams. For Jamie, it ls a 
hopeless journey into the night or cynicism 
and despair. For the rather, it 1s a tragic journey down the wrong Eoad, away from an 
earlier triumph • • • • 3 
For the younger son, Edmund, it 1& a Journe7 winding its 
way in and out or the.tortured nigbt or the others, as well 
as into his own reality 1n wh1cb "truth and lite plague him 
like a disease."44 Nightmare loneliness engulfs them all. 
Tbe chains or self-disgust, guilt, and illusion are as 
39sruate1n, p. 3$1 •. 
40Eugene 0 1 No111, fi Lons ~tJs Journey into Night (New 
Havent Yale University Press, l , p. ij9. Further quota-
tioQs fro~ this play will.be cited by page number only. 
4lsruatein, p. 352. 
42Rale1gh, !!:!!. Plays !?.! Eugene o •Neill, p. 19. 
43carpenter, p. 163. 
44Bruste1n, P• 354. 
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binding in this household as they had been among the family 
members in !!:!!, Ghost Sonata, and the cries of anguish are 
tragic echoes of the cries.or! Dream Play. In Act IV, 
when Edmund and his fathe~ discuss the fact that the son 
must enter a tuberculosis sanitarium, the father confesses 
how be has betrayed himself for monetary gain; Edmund's 
brother. Jamie reveals that jealousy makes him his brother's 
worst enemy; and Edmund's mother sinks further and further 
into a drugged dream of her past youthful bappiness~ The 
curtain closes on a despairing and deathlike scene; surely 
t1Human 'beings are to be pit1ed.n4$ !!. Long Day•s Journey into 
Night exposes 0 the forces that work both to unite and to tear 
asunder all human gl:"oups, 0 46 n.nd says, "human illusions can-
not withstand the monstrous invasions ot real1ty.tt47 The 
' ' 
only moments of peace in the entire play are ones that come 
when Edmund, who has the .makings of a poet in him, describes 
experiences he has bad while walking in the fog or sailing 
at sea: 
I became drunk with the beauty and singing rhythm 
of it, and for a moment I lost myself--actually 
lost my life. I was set free! I dissolved in 
the sea, became white sails and flying spray, 
became beauty and rhythm ••• Like a saint's 
,vision of beatitude. Like the veil of things 
as they seem drawn back by an unseen band! For 
4Sir11e retrain from !::. Dream Play. 
46iienry Hewes, ttA Long D~y 1 s Journey into Night," in 
Cargill !l, !.b.,1 P• 218. . 
47Raloigh, The Plays of Eugene O'Neill, P• 154. 
a second you seo--and seeing the secret, are the 
secrot. For a second there is mean1ngl Thon the 
hand lets the veil fall and you are alone, lost 
in the fog again, and you stumble on toward no• 
where for no good reasonl • • • It was a great 
mistake, my being born a man. • •• As it is, 
I will always be a stranger who never reels at 
home, who does not really want and is not really 
wanted• who can never belong, who must alwaye be 
a littlo in love with deathl (p. 1S4) 
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!<"or O'Neill. as for Strindberg, personal interrelationships 
are so difficult and so destructive that death .is the only 
peaceful exper1enc~ man can ever really know. Therefore it 
.is not surprising that tne play which has been described as 
o•He1ll'a "culmination and his del'tl1se"48 is a play about the 
impending arrival of the Iceman, Death• 
!a! Iceman Cometb 1s "the 1nost intricately and 
symbolically coded or all o•Neill's plays,n49 and in many 
ways it is the playwright's most bitter and despairing 
drama,. "concerned as it 1s witb. murder, suicide, loneliness, 
guilt, fear of death, the problems or 1dent1ty, the necessity 
for illusions, tbe ambiguities of pity, the nature of 'truth,' 
and the paradox of comm1tment."50 O'Neill himself said of 
it, "!!!!. Iceman is a denial of any other experience Of taitb 
in my plays. n!)l 
. 48Robert c. Lee, "£.vangeliam and Anarchy in!!!! Iceman 
Cometh," Modern Drama, XII (September, 1969), p.· 173· 
49aelb. p. 831. 
SO:Rale1gh, ~Plays 2f. ~ugene: O'Neill, p. 161. 
SJ.Quoted by Croswell aowen, "The Black Irishman," 
in Cargill !!. !.!..:..• p. 84. 
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At first glance this play, too, seems to have a most 
realistic setting. All four acts take place in the backroom 
and a section of the bar at Harry Hope's saloon which ls 
located on the downtown West Side of New York. Several 
studies have documented the fact that the locale or the play 
is taken from 0 1Ne1ll's own past: Harry Hope's is modelled 
closely on similar bars which O'Neill had frequented in his 
youth, such as Jimmy the Priest's and the Hell-Hole. And 
the year in which the play takes place, 1912. was, in fact, 
the year when O'Neill attempted suicide in his room at 
Jimmy the Priest's. But before one has read or seen much 
of the drama, it becomes obvious that once again O'Neill 
has combined realism and symbolism in creating the backdrop 
for his play. One of the main characters, Larry Slade, 
describes the place: 
What is it? It's the No Chance Saloon. It's 
Bedrock Bar, The End of the Line Cafe, The 
Bottom of the Sea Rathskellerl Don't you 
notice the beautiful calm in the atmosphere? 
That's because it's the last harbor. No one 
here has to worry about where they're going 
next~ because there is no !'arther they can 
go • .5 
Harry Hope's saloon is another house full of living-dead 
men, and that the place should be named "Hope's" is clearly 
ironic. The death-in-life nature of the play is obvious 
52Eugene O'Neill, The Iceman Cometh, in Twentieth 
Century Drama, eds. Ruby CO£in: and Bernard Dukore (New York: 
Random House, 1966), p. 422. All further quotations trom 
this play will be cited by page number only and will refer 
to this edition. 
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throughout;53 one of the most deathlike scenes occurs in 
Act II when a birthday party is given for Hope. The party 
is described by one of the bartenders as 11 a funeral" 
(p. 484), and it is strongly reminiscent of Strindberg's 
"ghoa t supper." 
The theme of the play is also quite similar to the 
theme of The Ghost Sonata, for ~ Iceman Cometh deals with 
the relation or man's illusions to his life and his death, 
and one of the central ch9.I'acters or the play is a truth-
teller, who, like Strindberg's Student, apparently believes 
he can save the ones whom he loves from the gui-lty miseries 
or life if he can bring them to face the truth about them-
selves. 
The characters of the play were based on personal 
friends out of 0 1He1ll's past of whom he has remarked, "The 
people in that saloon were the best friends I've ever kno~n ... 54 
At the center or the action is Hickey, the trutt1-teller, who 
is a salesmen of death disguised as a salesman of life. As 
the play begins, Hickey's arrival is eagerly awaited by the 
regular habitues of the establishment, for on previous visits, 
he has lavishly dispensed both free drinks and good cheer. 
The regular customers of the saloon form a group of the lost 
and the damned which includes Larry Slade, the old Foolosopher, 
53A recent monograph detailing the relationship or 
death to the setting, the characters, and the action of the 
play is Winifred Frazer's Love as Death in The Iceman Cometh 
(Gainesville, Fla.: Uni vers'Ity of r'lorida hess, 1967). 
54Q.uoted by Bowen, in Cargill, p. 82. 
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who claims he has retired from life; Don Parritt, a young 
newcomer and former friend of Slade's; and thirteen other 
down-and-out bedraggled specimens of humanity who represent 
a cross-section of mankind. 
Because he is universalizing ••• O'Neill has 
created instead of one antagonist a whole cata-
logue of them--the deadbeats, alcoholics, pimps, 
whores, bartenders, and illusionists who inhabit 
Harry Hope's premises ••• He has drawn them 
from the humblest condition of life in ord~~ to 
show mankind at the extremity of its fate.>> 
Each member of the group has his secret sorrows and 
seeks relief from his miserable existence through alcohol; 
the alcoholic stupor which pervades the play is just another 
evidence of death's ominous presence. Early in the drama it 
1s established that this group escapes the harshness of 
reality not only through drunkenness but also through dreams. 
The characters are all members of the great Tomorrow move-
ment; each man and woman has his "p1pe-dream0 about what he 
can and will do tomorrow, and "the sum or these pipe-dreRms 
is meant to represent the total content of human illusion."56 
Political, racial, domestic, status, psychological; intellec-
tual, and philosophical illusions are all represented. Larry 
Slade's second speech enunciates the philosophy of the ,group: 
"To he 11 with the truthl • . • • The lie of a pipe dream is 
what gives life to the whole misbegotten mad lot of us, drunk 
or sober." (p. 415). And yet, each character is privately 
55sruste1n, pp. 340-41. 
r'" -'""~·' p. 341. 
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aware that he presently lives in a world of shared illusions, 
and "supposes that when he gets ready he can move again into 
the world of social respectability and accomplishment. n57 
The play is· lengthy (approximately four and one-halt 
hours when produced), and tho dialogue often seems repetitious 
and circular. Several critics have berated the drama on this 
account, but O'Neill adamantly resisted any atte1r.pts to cut 
the script; he said he intended for a certain point to be 
repeated eighteen times.58 Each act is intended, in fact, 
as na single variation on ·the theme of illusion, n59 and the 
development of' the theme depends on the repetitious corre-
spondences 'Which are established. This study cannot begin to 
exa..~1no each character's illusions, but, in general, what 
happens when Hickey arrives at Harry Hope's, bringing with 
him a new 0 Goapel of Truth" which is to "save!l his friend.a 
by forcing them to admit their past failures and hidden 
guilts? 
Hickey explains that he has finally "had the gutsrt to 
face himself and throw his own °damned lying pipe dreams" 
overboard; he insists that he is now "at peace" with himself. 
lie offers as proof the fact that he no longer needs any booze 
to make him happy. Hickey actually preaches an evo.ngelistie 
57Tom F. Driver, "on the Late Plays of Lugene. O'lfoill," · 
in O'Neill, ed. by John Gassner {Englewood Cliffs, u. J.: 
Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1964), p. 115 • 
.58aelb~ p. 864. 
59aruste1n, p • .341. 
sermon to his friends in this "Palace of ?1pe Dreams": 
Ot course, I was only kidding Cora with that 
stuff about saving you ••• No, I wasn't 
either. But I didn't mean booze. I meant 
save you from pipe dreams. I know now, from 
my experience, they're the things that really 
poison and ruin a guy's. life and keep him from 
finding any peace • • • Just the old dope ot 
honest1 is the best policy--honesty with your• 
self, I mean. Just stop lying about yourself 
and kidding yourself about tomorrows. (p. 450) 
. . 
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Then he begins to go from person to person and to verbally 
attack each individual's private world. He openly discusses 
the manner in which each man or woman has been pretending 
to be something other than what he reRlly is. ot course 
exposing these pretensions is like laying nerve-ends bare. 
The formerly com?(l t1ble group becomes sullen and angry; 
each member of ·the group begins to vent his self-hatred on 
the otbers. For example, the Negro Joe, who has been con• 
sidered "white" until the advent ot li1ckey 1s "truth-campaign," 
becomes self-conscious about his color: 
Listen to me, you white boys! Don•t you get it 
in your beads I'a pretend1n' to be what I a1n 1 t, 
or dat I ain't proud to be what I ia, get me? 
Or you and ma's going• to have trouble! (p. 462) 
As Rocky the barkeep puts it, "Everybody's gettin' a prize 
grouch on." (p. 457). Hieke7 suggests that even Larr1, who 
supposedly has retired to the "grandstands" of 11fe and who 
otten comments that all be wants from lite is death, is 
blurting, and that he actuall7 has a terrible tear.t or death. 
In Act III which takes place on the day after Hickey's 
arrival (Tomorrowl), each man sets out to do wbat he has been 
saying he would do: Hope, who bas not set root out of his 
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saloon since his wife's death twenty years ago, is to visit 
some ot bis old friends; Jimmy Tomorrow is to apply for a 
job; Cora, a prostitute, and Cbuok, her pimp, set otr to be 
married. But, strangely enough, the type of peace and happi• 
neas Hickey had predicted for everyone ts not apparent. 
Instead tb.e atmosphere is cold, .for, as Larry obaervea, 
Hickey has brought Death the Iceman with him (p. 496). 
Stripped or their 1llua1ons, the characters• manner auggests 
"the last march of the condemned." (p. 499). Cora remarks 
that Harry and Jimmy 0 look like dey was going to de. electric 
chair." (p. 498). And matters are only "WOraened when the 
characters race realitJ outside Harry Hope•s. Harry cannot 
bring himself to even cross the street in tront ot his place; 
Jimmy does not have tbe nerve to go to the newspaper to see 
about a job; Cora and Chuck do not get married. One by one 
the characters return to the saloon; and now they not only 
look as it they were dead; they act dead, too. Even the 
booze has no kick in it! 
Hickey is amazed at the failure of his plan. so to 
explain why he was so sure he could save bis friends, he now 
relates how be had divested himself' of his own pipe dreams 
and found peace. In one ot the stage's longest soliloquies 
the play reaohes its climax. Hickey confesses that he haa 
killed his wire. At first he declares that he killed her 
because he loved her so that he could not bear to see her 
sorrow an7 longer over his inability to live up to her 
dreams or bis love and faithfulness. The horrifying truth 
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that he blurts out. however, is that he actually killed her 
because or his own gu1lt feelings which had turned to a 
burning hatred. Then his confession stopped nw1th a horrified 
start, as 1f shocked out ot a nightmare, as if he couldn't 
believe he heard what he had just sa1d.n (p. 524). Hiokey 
finally realizes that bis dream of love was as great a pipe 
dream as any his friends had had, and he lapses into a new 
illusion, declaring that he must have been insane. 
This "insanity pipe dream0 releases most ot the other 
characters from the death-grip ot the "truth campaign." Booze 
once again bas its old kick e.nd the cameraderie ot shared 
illusions returns. Only two characters have actually been 
changed by the activities ot the past days: Parritt 
realizes that he has betrayed his mother because he bated 
her, and he commits suicide; Slade, realizing that the 
ch1ot illusions ot lite center around the power ot love and 
the strength ot truth, becomes a convert to absolute despair. 
As he bears Parritt's body tall from an upstairs window, 
be speaks: 
Be God, I'm the only real convert to death 
Hickey made here. From the bottom ot my 
coward's heart I mean that now1 (p. 533) 
!!:.!. Iceman Cometh has often been c ompared to !!'.!!. Wild Duck 
and !E!_ Lower Depth.a, but the above analysis shows the pl8J1 S 
undeniable parallels to the work ot Strindberg. Both tho 
drama's consistent preoccupation with death and its manner 
ot laying stark reality bare link !!!! Iceman Cometh to 
IS!, Dance 2£. Death and the Chamber plays. 
Lou.is Sbeatfer records tbe following conversation 
between O'Neill and a triend: 
The day tbat be wrote his Nobel Prize speech• 
in 1936, he told a friend, Sophua Keith Winther: 
"I wish immortality were a tact, for then some 
day I would meet Strindberg." When Winther 
demurred, "That would scarcely be enough to 
justify immortality," be was surprised to get 
a quick, vigorous reply. O'Neill, generally 
low-voiced and so slow of speech • • • came 
back instantly with. "It would be enough tor 
me.n60 
Whether or not this meeting of immortals baa occurred ia, 
ot course, a matter tor speculation, but this stud1 has 
attempted to outline the manner 1n which a meeting ot minds 
bad already taken place between Strindberg and O'Neill. 
The prevailing dark tones and the similarity of themes 
between Strindberg•a late plays and o•Neill's last work 
give strong evidence that Strindberg's philosopbJ ot lite 
was 1ntluent!al in the rormation ot o•Ne1111 s own ideas about 
lite and death. 
In! Dream Plaz the characters are searching.tor a ke7 
to a locked door and it is urgent that the key be round because 
behind that door one will tind .the answer to the riddle ot 
the universe. Both Strindberg and O•Neill were aa urgentl~ 
searching tor this key. In so doing the1 created modern 
tragedies which have been described b7 Raymond Williams 
aa "private" tragedies--tragedies which mirror the 
disintegration or public and social values and which leave 
60sheaffer, p. 253. 
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man, isolated and stripped or any external supports, involved 
1n a personal life and death struggle: 
The storm ot living docs not have to be raised, 
by any personal action; it begins when we are 
born, and our exposure to it is absolute. Death, 
by contrast, is a kind or achievement, a compara-
tive settlement and peace.bl 
The plays oxmn.1ned in this chapter have shown that these 
private tragedies a.re full or bitter despair; life is 
actually denied, for it is pictured as futile and agonizing 
since it consists largely of lies and illusions. Mankind 
is to be pitied$ for he oan n11ve" only in a world ot 
dreams. He can never know what is behind the closed door; 
or• even worao, as ! Dream Plaz states and !!!.!. Iceman Cometh 
implies, when the door is opened uNotb1ng" is revealed. 
Death 1s affirmed as the only positive way out or the world's 
dilemmas and webs of guilt and illusion. Powerful dramatiza-
tions of these private visions, such as !!!! Ghost Sonata 
and The Iceman Cometh, obviously place both Strindberg and 
------
O'Neill in that greet dark tradition which includes 
Dostoevsky, Conrad, Baudelaire, Hawthorne, Poe, Melville, 
and others. For most of us, these visions are too terrible 
and too nightmarish to be truly representative of all realit7, 
"but 1t would be difficult to overemphasize the persistence 
ot this pattern in twentieth century 11terature"62 or to deny 
the existence of irrational evil as a force in life today. 
6lw1111ama, Modern Trasedz, p. 106. 
62Ib1d., P• 11$. 
-
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The journey into the dark night of the soul bas been 
of special concern to many significant modern novelists and 
poets, including Conrad, Joyce, and Eliot. Among modern 
dramatists, Strindberg was the first to make that dreadful 
journey, and his greatest plays stand as witnesses to the 
terrors that must be faced along the way, as well as guide-
posts for those twentieth-century playwrights who were later 
to make that same descent. This study bas intended to show 
just how important those guideposts were to Eugene O'Neill. 
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